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Walking Forward - Southern Circuit Tour 9
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Walking away... walking forward. It's a long road and there is no turning back.
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I drove down to North Carolina in 15 hours, to be greeted with the Southern Hospitality of
Matt & Kim and their large family. It was so nice to be waited upon. Matt cooked all the dinners and
breakfasts each day. I slept and ate as needed, free from any particular schedule. Matt took us all out on
the boat for tubing. It was fun! The older boys played Risk with us. That is sure a fun game. I thought
I was in a good position to win as we discussed ending the game. Matt humbled me saying, "Why
don't we all just declare Jim as the best player?" I knew he had me beat and acquiesced to ending the
game. Kim enjoyed walking in the new neighborhood. Kim is one of my two closest Christian advisers,
and like a sister to me. All of us went on an after dinner stroll in the neighborhood and met some new
neighbors, who promptly invited us in for an hour tour of their home. I'd had enough after 15 minutes.
I met Kim and Matt's Parents. Larry promptly invited me to stay over his house. So different than NE. ◆
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The cartoon above was the last cartoon in the first spiral bound publication of Toon in'...
as a book. Dan J. inspired the compilation of this book, and he bought five and a woman I'd
never met in Phoenix bought four copies. I tried to end on a good note, but life has been
pretty rough the last 2.5 years. My hope is to capitalize on my large volume of cartoons I have
already drawn. I really want out of the minimum wage jobs. I've drawn 1,000 so far in 18 years.
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